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QUESTION 1

You meet with a customer who is having performance and stability issues with their tape-based backup environment
based on HPE StoreEver systems. Should you use this tool to gather information and troubleshoot the Installed
systems? Solution: SAF Analyze 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer contacts you to validate their current data protection solution based on Commvault and 

HPE StoreOnce backup targets based on Catalyst. 

Is this a best practice for Commvault environments? 

solution:Increase the chunk size on the Media Agent to increase the throughput, especially for 

environments with sequential access media like tape devices. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You meet with a customer about a new data protection solution. One or the most important requirements is low RTO
and RPO numbers. In the range of minutes. The amount of data to be backed up is in the range of 50TB on an ISCSI
based HPE Nimble array. Is this a backup target that can validly be considered for the new solution? Solution: Install a
NAS device on the ISCSI network to enable data replication from the SAN to the NAS device by the backup application,
thus allowing fast recovery over the high speed storage network 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 
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You plan to use the HPE Storage Sizing Tool for an HPE backup environment, as shown In the exhibit Instead of
manually entering all gathered information, you want to use the Import option for fast and efficient sizing of a backup
environment. Is this a tool that generates data that can be imported to the HPE Storage Sizer Tool? Solution:Is this a
tool that generates data that can be imported to the HPE Storage Sizer Tool? NinjaProtected+ 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Is this a valid statement regarding Commvault components? Solution: A Client Is a software module that is installed on a
client computer to protect a specific type of data. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

You have a meeting with a customer to discuss a new backup solution requirement. Is this a step in the information
gathering process for the current solution? Solution:You launch a NinjaProtected + process to run scripts on the
customer\\'s backup server to collect all information on the current DacKup configuration. HPE will create a report based
on the output of the scripts to create a sizing based on the current workload. 

A. Yes 

B. No 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer wants to discuss their current backup environment. While walking to the meeting room, you pass what the
customer tells you is their only computer room You notice they have a mix of Proliant DL servers, three Synergy frames.
Nimble, and a MSL3040 in the racks. Is this a tool you can use to gather information on the current backup data to size
a new solution? Solution: DD Analyzer 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Your customer contacts you to optimize their current data protection solution due to changing requirements. The current
solution is based on Commvault making backups to HPE StoreOnce appliances with VTL virtual Tape Library The
backup rotation Is set to the following schema: Dally backup with a retention of 10 days Weekly backup with a retention
of 2 months Monthly backup with a retention of 1 year 

Customer requirements changed a week later, stating that the current retention schema should be revised
Implementation of 3-2-1 best practices Retention of monthly data for 3 years 

Is this a possible solution to fulfill all customer requirements? Solution: Create a copy job from the monthly backup data
on the HPE StoreOnce appliance towards HPE Cloud Bank storage with a retention of 3 years. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Is this a correct statement about the integration of Veeam with HPE storage arrays and HPE StoreEver tape libraries?
Solution:Veeam Integration with HPE 3PAR StoreServ and HPE Nimble Storage allows the backup server to directly
communicate with the production storage to request a crash- or application- consistent snapshot, which is performed by
the array itself 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10
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You are showing your customer now veeam integrates with HPE storage products, such as HPE Nimble and HPE
3PAR. You show how Veeam can restore in a fast and efficient way from HPE storage snapshots Is this a correct
statement? Solution:The HPE Nimble Storage Replication Adapter (SRA) for VMware must be installed on the host
running VMware 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The customer uses HPE infoSight with HPE Proliant DL380 Gen10 servers and an HPE Nimble Storage array. They are
replacing their aging data protection solution based on tape drives with a new disk- based backup target solution based
on HPE StoreOnce. Is this a true statement? Solution: HPE Info Sight to StoreOnce requires a license 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Your customer currently uses an HPE Nimble storage array Data protection Is provided by Veeam connected to HPE
StoreOnce Gen4 Catalyst stores Your customer asks tor your advice regarding optimized data protection following the
3-2-1 rule with an additional copy outside the datacenter you ten them about the HPE StoreOnce feature called Cloud
Bank storage. Are these correct statements about enabling Cloud Bank storage in this environment? Solution:Recovery
Manager Central (RMC) must be deployed to handle the copy management from HPE Nimble to the HPE StoreOnce
Catalyst store and from HPE StoreOnce lo the Cloud Bank store. An RMC license for the Nimble array and a capacity-
based license for Cloud Bank is required. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

During a meeting, you learn that your client has an SLA with another business, but that business asks for 

lower RTO and RPO times for data recovery. 

Is this a correct statement regarding how HPE solutions can help to comply with this tighter SLA? Solution: 

Commvaultintellisnap technology and the HPE storage snapshot engine allow you to meet demanding 

business-critical application SLAs with scalable protection for recovery point and time objectives in 
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minutes. 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

You are optimizing the design of an existing data protection solution. The customer is using the following systems in
their environment HPE OL380 Gen8/9/l0 servers HPE Nimble AF60 HPE StoreEver MSL6030 tape library with LT04
drives ?HPE FlexFabric 590O switches for LAN and SAN connectivity (ISCSI based) ?VMware ESXI 6.5 Windows 2016
veeam 9.5U2 

You want to replace the aging tape library with a new HPE StoreOnce 5650 solution with VTL virtual tape library and
Catalyst targets with HPE Nimble snapshot Integration is this what you should use to assess current backup
deployment? Solution:Use Veeam Platform Support to validate that the currently-used Veeam software products
support HPE Nimble snapshot integration 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

You need to meet with a customer about replacing their aging EMC Data Domain-based platform with a new solution is
this a tool that you could use to effectively assess current backup deployment? Is this a tool that you could use to
effectively assess current backup deployment? Solution:NinjaStars 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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